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Circulation: 40,000
Editor: Ben Poon
Cover Price: SGD$7.50
Frequency: Monthly
Language: English

About BBC
BBC Magazines is one of the UK’s largest and most recognised magazine publishing companies. 
From inspiring readers to create a beautiful home and garden to entertaining and educating 
children, BBC Magazines provides a range of quality publications that everyone can trust. Their 
portfolio of specialist magazines is designed to stimulate the readers’ minds and enrich their life in 
ways that only the BBC can.

Introduction
BBC Knowledge Magazine is a monthly publication containing a feast of information for the curious 
mind. Every issue is packed with accessible and entertaining articles about the world around us, the 
natural life that populates it, the history that has shaped our existence upon it and, the science that 
has driven it and continues to propel us into the future. BBC Knowledge Magazine (Asia Edition) is 
published and distributed by Regent Media under license from BBC Magazines with its initial launch 
in September 2009.

Distribution / Circulation
Regent Media will work with established distributors for each country, focusing on magazine 
retailers in major cities and business districts. Complimentary copies will also be distributed to 
leading educational institutes, libraries, country clubs and transit lounges to increase readership and 
boost product exposure. Circulation strategies will centre on subscription drives at bookstores, in-
magazine and website promotions, as well as, active participation at book fairs and roadshows.
BBC Knowledge Magazine (Asia Edition) will be circulated primarily in Singapore, Malaysia, China, 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Brunei and Philippines.

Advertising Rates & Enquries
For advertising enquiries, please email 
Cecilia Woo at cecilia@regentmedia.sg
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